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The elder abuse field has developed significantly since its inception as a field of practice along with gerontology in the 1970s. Research on elder abuse evolved later, stimulated by the work of the late Rosalie Wolf, considered a founder of the elder mistreatment field (1). Much of this work has been interdisciplinary, with medicine, law, nursing, psychiatry and social work collaborating, as well as sociology. As a result, important research initiatives have significantly broadened our understanding of prevalence, and other dimensions of elder abuse, within aging and vulnerable adult frameworks. However, some aspects of elder abuse remain underdeveloped and open for further exploration.

**Feminist perspective/domestic violence**

Much work still needs to be done to bring elder abuse into the domestic violence field. Feminist scholars particularly in the disciplines of sociology, social work and psychology in the 1980s and 1990s began to consider elder abuse within a feminist perspective (2). Some limited intervention research on elder abuse in this frame was initiated (3,4).

Feminist gerontology has also been developing as a perspective (5). Coming out of social gerontology and critical theory, this perspective seeks to focus on gender relations in gerontology and builds on the pioneering work of Mary Bricker-Jenkins and feminist social work practice (6). Bringing elder abuse within the domestic violence framework has resulted in increased understanding of why older women have been invisible as victims and survivors of intimate partner abuse (7). Some novel research methodologies have emerged from the European Union (8) and the World Health Organization (9) in examining prevalence of abuse experienced by older women. Another direction that has yet to be fully explored in the elder abuse literature with respect to older women and abuse is that of the application of complex trauma to an understanding of neglect, abuse and violence against women in later life (10-15).

**Life course perspective**

Bringing a life course trauma-focused perspective may also address another gap in the literature on older women and abuse: the failure of gerontology and the vulnerable adult fields to focus on older women and abuse in spite of evidence that abuse is more prevalent for women of all ages, compared with men; and the failure of the domestic violence field to include women above the age of 49 in prevalence studies and to relegate older women in an “other” category (Susan B. Somers, President, International Network for the Prevention of Elder Abuse, Personal Communication, January 5, 2019).

To place elder abuse within the field of family violence, we need to move beyond a siloed approach to understanding abuse only as child abuse (vulnerable dependent) and spouse/partner abuse (reproductive age women as victims/survivors). These siloes when applied to elder abuse have resulted in a misunderstanding of older adults as frail care dependent victims or as experiencing negligible intimate partner violence in later life. It has also obscured an identified risk factor in elder abuse: abuse experienced earlier in the lifespan of elder abuse victims (16).

**Trauma-informed care**

Only very recently has trauma been considered a factor in elder abuse (14,17). Social work is a leading profession that has placed trauma-focused care as a practice model in the fields of child abuse and spouse/partner abuse. However, the medical model dominating elder abuse has resulted in a lack of understanding of the role of trauma in elder abuse. Both feminist gerontology and a life course
perspective require a feminist perspective and an understanding of domestic violence as part of the life course. While theory has lagged observation, a growing body of research has identified a correlation between abuse early in the lifespan and elder abuse (16,18). This required challenging the ageist bias in the field of domestic violence, as well as the well-meaning but misguided effort to address a perceived sexist bias in gerontology research by applying a gender neutral lens (19).

Practitioners and researchers are beginning to develop and assess trauma-focused interventions and care. Among promising models include psycho-educational support groups, groups promoting spirituality among older women who have experienced familial abuse, and interventions intended to target depression and abuse (4,20,21).

Acknowledgement of trauma as a central factor in abuse for girls and women of all ages not only provides an explanatory framework for what has been identified as a risk factor for elder abuse, experiencing abuse as a child, but can also provide a practice framework for interventions across the lifespan. It also has the potential for integrating older women into a life course perspective on neglect, abuse and violence against girls and women: older women are too often relegated to an “other” category as though old age renders older women gender neutral (see Susan B. Somers, above). Interventions for children who have experienced abuse, as well as younger women who are victims of domestic violence, may mitigate against vulnerability to abuse in later life as older women. Also, interest in unresolved trauma in later life has led to models of intervention that can begin to address late life trauma or earlier unresolved trauma.

**Theoretical advances in understanding neglect, abuse and violence across the life course**

The field of elder abuse research has been hampered by lack of a unifying theory that explains abuse of older adults in domestic settings (22). This is also the case for understanding neglect, abuse and violence against older women from a life course perspective, and in explaining how abuse experienced in childhood can be a risk factor for abuse in later life. An understanding of trauma across the life course provides one framework for conceptually linking abuse experienced earlier in life to risk of late life abuse (23). Research has found that the effects of childhood trauma may persist or surface intermittently with mental or physical effects that include continued revictimization (24). Early life trauma has been associated with later life physical and mental health problems; in addition, the broad scope of early traumatic experience is also evident in risk behavior studies. One comprehensive literature review found that the correlates and consequences of childhood trauma on later life consequences is compelling (25). The effects of early trauma can be life-course persistent and negatively affect the well-being of individuals, families and communities. Understanding this from a life course perspective can help to identify multiple points of intervention, with trauma-informed research and practice models.

Childhood trauma effects can persist into old age (26). The Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) Study conducted by Kaiser Permanente in California has found that the more adverse experiences subjects reported experienced in childhood, the more difficulties they reported encountering in later life (27). In addition,
older women who report interpersonal violence earlier in their lives experience adverse cumulative emotional and health symptoms that affect wellbeing later in life (28,29).

Lifetime prevalence of gender-based violence in women and the relationship with mental disorder and psychosocial functioning is often overlooked in prevalence studies of neglect, abuse and violence against older women (30). Survey questions about interpersonal abuse within the past year or even five years might lead to misleading conclusions that older women experience minimal if any gender-based violence compared to younger ones, when in fact abuse experienced earlier in life can continue to be vividly experienced in late life as well.

**Complex trauma and relevance to abuse in later life**

Individuals with a history of interpersonal trauma rarely experience only a single traumatic event, and may have experienced exposure to sustained, repeated or multiple traumas: this has been proposed to lead to a complex symptom presentation that includes not only posttraumatic stress symptoms but also those predominately in affective and interpersonal domains (31). This is known as complex trauma, a type of trauma that occurs repeatedly and cumulatively and within specific relationships and contexts (32). While initially thought to be related to child abuse, including child sexual abuse, the expanded understanding now extends to all forms of domestic violence, including emotional abuse, and attachment trauma occurring with the context of family and other intimate relationships over extended periods of time (33,34).

While complex trauma (developmental disorder for children) has been proposed as a diagnostic category for the DSM-5, to date it has not been accepted as a distinct diagnostic category (35). The 11th revision to the World Health Organization’s International Classification of Diseases (ICD-11) does include Complex Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (CPTSD) as a diagnostic category distinct from PTSD (36). The ICD-11 CPTSD includes not only the three symptom clusters associated with PTSD (re-experiencing the trauma in the here and now; avoidance of traumatic reminders; and a persistent sense of current threat manifested by exaggerated startle and hypervigilance) but in addition three additional clusters, identified as disturbances in self-organization. These include affective dysregulation; negative self-concept; and disturbances in relationships (37).

The basis of the concept of complex (developmental) trauma is attachment theory, originally formulated by Bowlby (38). Other clinicians and theorists began to examine the developmental timing of trauma exposure and emotional dysregulation in adulthood (39,40), the impact of the developmental timing of trauma exposure on PTSD symptoms and psychosocial functioning among older adults (10), and the relationship between childhood trauma and complex posttraumatic stress disorder symptoms in older adults (15).

With a theoretical basis for understanding complex trauma from a developmental perspective, researchers and practitioners have begun to understand the links between childhood experiences of interpersonal trauma and abuse with experiences across the lifespan, including old age (14,17,31). As this understanding developed, intervention strategies evolved with gerontologists taking the lead in implementing and evaluating them (20). In addition, translational collaborations between researchers and clinicians have resulted in formulating clinical applications of the attachment framework (13) as well as designing phase-oriented clinical interventions (41).
Interventions for later life interpersonal victimization related to lifetime trauma history necessarily require cognitive capacity, access to treatment modalities with skilled practitioners, and motivation on the part of the victim, and may also require access to safe living alternatives and other community and social supports (42). Cultural beliefs about the role of girls and women within the family, as well as perceived responsibilities of older mothers toward impaired adult children who are abusive (43,44), are salient, even without past histories of abuse. Abuse of older women with dementia and/or severe physical care needs, particularly within care settings, requires different intervention strategies targeted to institutional or criminal justice remedies (45). However, for cognitively unimpaired victims living in the community who are struggling to resolve chronic abuse particularly as perpetrated by family members or trusted others, and who disclose a history of abuse as children and young adults, trauma focused interventions may be indicated.

**Conclusion**

Chronic interpersonal abuse experienced earlier in life, particularly if not within an enabling environment and if left unaddressed and unresolved, may predispose some victims to continued trauma during their lives, according to trauma-informed researchers (16,18). Adoption of a public health framework to address trauma can assist researchers, practitioners and policy makers to develop a theoretically informed multi-faceted prevention and intervention strategy to address what is known as complex trauma (14). Recently evolved methodologies for assessing, measuring (46,47) and treating this in older adults, including older adult victims of abuse, are beginning to make this feasible.
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